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CEG REMINGTON REPLACEMENT BOLT INSTALLATION 
 
Check to make sure firearm is unloaded.  Remove action from stock.  Remove barrel 
from action.  Open bolt nose from .700 to .760 for clearance of extractor, to snap over 
cartridge rim.  The bolts are .010 longer than stock which allows use of factory barrel 
with out set back. 
 
Next, remove trigger assembly by two trigger retaining pins.  The CEG bolts are .700 
diameter and will typically require some lapping on the bolt body and receiver bore.  
Older actions may have enough clearance for smooth cycling.  We usually start with 
.120 grit on tight actions and progress to 600 grit then finish with 1000 for ultra smooth 
cycling.  Be sure to clean all lapping compound out of action each time. 
 
After final fit to bolt body and action start lapping lugs.  On a rebarrel the lug surface 
will be trued up during blueprint. 
 
The .010 extra length of our bolts are from rear of lugs to the bolt face.  The bolt should 
not close with go head space gauge. 
 
To achieve proper headspace deepen the chamber with proper reamer .001 and check.   
.001 to .002 on go gauge is preferred, then install no go gauge.  If the bolt will close on 
no go, stop and take to a professional gunsmith to set barrel back.  Do not shoot firearm 
with no go, severe damage and injury will occur.  
 
Once head space is set remove ejector, spring, and pin and reinstall in new bolt.  Remove 
and reinstall firing pin assembly. Reassemble. Reinstall trigger assembly and check 
function.  Check safety.  Reinstall in stock.  Use bolt lube on bolt lugs and firing pin 
shroud threads.  The bolts are stainless steel and may be polished or matte finish. 
 

TOOL REQUIREMENTS 
1/8 Pin Punch 
Lapping compound    120 grit, 600 grit, 1000 grit 
Go and No Go head space gauge set for your caliber 
Chamber Reamer 
Barrel vice and Action wrench 
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